BRAND GUIDELINES

OVERVIEW
This guide provides an overview of Mapp’s visual identity as
well as guidelines on using the key graphic elements that make
up the brand. Think of them as tools in the brand toolkit. Use
it to help build the Mapp visual identity consistently across a
variety of media.
By referencing this guide in making and evaluating creative
decisions, everyone communicating on Mapp’s behalf will
contribute to the creation of their singular brand voice.
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LOGO ICON
In instances where using the full logo would be too cumbersome, such as
favicons or infographics, it is acceptable to use the logo icon inside of a
circle, which is the Mapp “m” in either Mapp red or white.
Ideal size for the logo icon is somewhere between 75–250px.

Core Brand Elements
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LOGO USAGE
To ensure adequate negative space around the logo and logo icon, use the
“m” as the unit of measurement for clear space. Never allow words, partner
logos, or prominent design elements to encroach on the established clear
space. Background colors or photographs are acceptable within the clear
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si. At vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea rebum. Stet clita
kasd gubergren, no sea takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.
At vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea rebum. Lorem ipsum
dolor si.Abo. Luptam vellabo. Neque maio vendi berrum nos nonempo
rerspellatem verrum remolorepro magnimus volorum assed quiandi dolut
eatur?
Do not condense, alter, or skew the logo

INCORRECT USAGE

Do not rearrange elements of the logo
Do not adjust scale on any individual elements within the logo
Do not place the logo on top of low contrast or complex backgrounds
Do not alter the color of any part of the logo or the logomark
Do not add outer glows or drop shadows to the logo
Do not combine pieces of the Mapp logo with other words or logo elements
Do not place the logo inside of a shape
Do not add additional design elements to the logo
TECHNOLOGY
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Full logo lockups:

PRODUCT LOGOS
Mapp uses logos to designate their different products: Mapp Acquire,
Mapp Engage, Mapp Intelligence, Mapp Connect, Mapp Empower, Mapp
Ecommerce+, and Mapp Pages. When possible, the logo icons should be
used with the text but there are instances where just one version of the
icon will suffice, such as infographics. Discretion can be used to determine
whether or not text is needed.
If the height needs to be less than 150 px, use either the flat or
micro versions of the logo.

Core Brand Elements
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Flat icons:

Responsive icons:

COLORS
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Pearl
HEX
RGB
CMYK

#EFEFEF
239 239 239
0 0 0 10

PRIMARY COLORS
Mapp’s visual identity is based on ample white space, subtle use of grey
for illustration/information organization, and strategic pops of color for
visual emphasis. Mapp Red is the primary color in the palette but should be
reserved for things like headlines, CTAs, and within infographics/iconography.

Dove
HEX
RGB
CMYK

#AFAFAF
175 175 175
0 0 0 36

Coral Red
Colors
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HEX
RGB
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249 69 58
0 90 86 0

Verdigris
HEX
RGB
CMYK

GRADIENTS, SECONDARY & TERTIARY COLORS

Mustard
#00999F
0 153 159
82 20 39 1

HEX
RGB
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#F2AB34
242 171 52
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Pearl

Subtle gradients are used as visual devices to break up space, as well as
within illustrations and infographics to add depth. Any variation using values
between white and dark grey are acceptable, but the two gradients shown
here are examples of frequently used gradients on the website.
The secondary colors (Mapp Teal and Mapp Yellow) should only be used in
iconography and illustration. There are exceptions where additional colors
for typography are needed, but those are rare and should be scrutinized
and simplified as much as possible.

White

Tertiary colors (Mapp Purple and Mapp Blue) should only be used in
extraneous cases when additional colors are a requirement, such as very
complex graphs/charts or complex illustrations. Avoid using them unless
absolutely necessary.
Always be thoughtful about color choice and direction of the gradients.

Pearl

Dove

Colors
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Cobalt
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RGB
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39 58 194
100 87 0 0

TYPOGRAPHY
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DIN CONDENSED
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890!@#$%&?

MARKETERS LIBERATED
DIN Condensed Bold
48 pt / 57 pt
25 pt letter spacing

TYPEFACES

A PLATFORM WITH A VISION

Mapp combines two sans-serif typefaces: DIN Condensed and Open
Sans. DIN Condensed was chosen for its geometric forms, sharp corners,
and authoritative appearance. Open Sans softens the strength of DIN
Condensed, with more organic letterforms and wide, open counterforms.

DIN Condensed Bold
28 pt / 28 pt
25 pt letter spacing

DIN Condensed should always be used bold and all caps. Open Sans has a
little more weight and capitalization flexibility, as outlined to the right.

Open Sans
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%&?

Mapp Cloud’s “insight-led” approach is liberating digital marketers across
consumer-facing industries.
Open Sans Light
20 pt / 29 pt
25 pt letter spacing

REQUEST FREE DEMO

Typography
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Open Sans Semibold
14 pt / 16 pt
0 pt letter spacing

ANALYTICALLY BRILLIANT

Open Sans Semibold
14 pt / 16 pt
0 pt letter spacing

Preferred treatment:

MARKETERS LIBERATED

MAPP SLASH FOR TYPOGRAPHY
The Mapp slash is a legacy design element that has been carried over
and refined for Mapp’s new branding. It is an ownable brand element
that maintains some of Mapp’s irreverent personality by injecting some
playfulness into what might otherwise be an austere visual system.
The slash should always be used very sparingly. For typographic
applications, it is best used for headlines. If messaging allows, highlighting
specific words for emphasis can be a great way to break up titles and keep
the slash as a subtle addition.

x

x

MARKETERS x LIBERATED x

x-height

Be sure to use the x-height of the letters as the unit of measurement for the
padding around the text.

Sample Slashes

Alternative treatment:

READY TO EXPERIENCE MAPP CLOUD?
Additional Visual Elements
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ADDITIONAL VISUAL ELEMENTS
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DIMENSIONAL ICONOGRAPHY
Dimensional icons are best used within bigger illustrations that show
platform or feature functionality. They can be used in a very structured,
grid-based manner or as floating elements around other visual elements.
Secondary colors can be used on the icons, so there are sets for each color.

Additional Visual Elements
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DIMENSIONAL ICONOGRAPHY CONTINUED
Depending on context, it can also be helpful to put the dimensional icons
inside of a white circle with a subtle outer glow. This can be particularly
helpful in things like flow charts, process collages, etc.

Additional Visual Elements
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ISOMETRIC ICONOGRAPHY
Isometric icons are a great option for standalone design elements above
specific concepts in things like card layouts or lists.
These icons can also be used in any of the three colors, as long as color is
used as an accent.

Additional Visual Elements
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FUNNEL

USER

BOUNCE RATE %

SINGLE PAGE VISITS %

PRODUCT VIEWS PER VISIT

CONVERSION RATE %

70.54% -1.6%

65.23% -4.1%

1.30

9.70%

OFFLINE VS ONLINE

ENGAGEMENT BY CHANNEL

ENGAGEMENT BY DEVICE
EMAIL

54%

+2.3

IN-STORE

INAPP

ONLINE

SOCIAL

+4.4%

CONVERSIONS BY DEVICE

DESKTOP - IMAC 21’
LAPTOP - MACBOOK PRO 15’
MOBILE - IPHONE 12

65%

IPHONE 12
MACBOOK PRO 15’

WEB

PRODUCT MARKETING

ILLUSTRATION STYLE
Mapp combines isometrics with flat, straight-on vectors to create something
that is multi-dimensional and dynamic. Illustration is often used to convey
product features and benefits. Therefore, illustrating a concept might
require something representational or abstract, depending on the need.
Isometric elements should always align to a 120° grid.
It is often required to show information flow, interaction, or funnel
progression. In those instances, use the Mapp pipelines to show flow. Red
should be the primary color used within the pipelines, but teal and yellow
are acceptable if the application calls for it.
Whenever possible, Mapp pipelines should be animated for a more
interactive experience.

Additional Visual Elements
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ENTRY RATE %

PROMOTED PRODUCTS %

ORGANIC SEARCH PRODUCTS %

E-MAIL PRODUCTS %

89.97% -0.9%

55.43% -6.9%

48.51% -6.4%

1.04%

+9.3%

MAPP SLASH FOR ILLUSTRATION
When using the Mapp slash in illustration, it should only be applied very
selectively to lines and strokes as a way to draw attention to certain aspects
of the graphic by breaking up flat, overly polished visuals. See the examples
on the right for acceptable usage. The Mapp slash should never be
applied to callout boxes or background shapes.

Sample Slash Shapes

Additional Visual Elements
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BACKGROUND COLORS & TEXTURES
In order to maintain a bright brand aesthetic with a lot of negative space,
background colors and textures should be very minimal. This applies to
digital and printed applications, such as websites, powerpoints, one-pagers
etc. Included here are some approved examples but others are acceptable
so long as they maintain similar visual weight.
If choosing a pattern or arranging shapes, make sure they align to
the 120° grid used with the isometric illustrations.

Additional Visual Elements
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PERSONA PHOTOGRAPHY
Mapp uses clean, well-lit photos of people to reflect users of Mapp’s
platform or the personas that our users are trying to target. These photos
should be combined with iconography and illustration to show how users
interact with the product and bring some humanity to an otherwise very
graphic visual language.
Diversity is extremely important when selecting headshots. Be sure
to select individuals that represent different genders and a wide variety
ages and ethnicities.
Headshots should always be over a neutral grey background—as close to
the light grey as possible. People should look positive but not overly posed.

Additional Visual Elements
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Concepts or idustries:

STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography should not be the first choice for representing Mapp’s brand.
The benefit and functionality of Mapp’s product is best explained through
illustration and infographics. However, there are instances where illustration
is not feasible, such as blog posts or case studies. In those circumstances,
a thoughtful approach to stock photography selection will suffice.
There are two ways that stock photography should be used: (1) to show
concepts or specific industries, or (2) to show functionality or users.
Whatever the use case, make sure to choose imagery that uses Mapp’s
primary and secondary color palette.

Functionality or users:

When showing concepts or industries, choose images with dimensional
objects that represent the subject matter. Pattern works nicely to create
more texture and visual interest but isolated subjects are ok too.
When showing users, show them interacting with Mapp’s product in an
isolated environment. Diversity is extremely important when
showing people.

Additional Visual Elements
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CULTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography that shows offices or people working should only be used as
a way to show culture at Mapp. Because of that, choose photos that feel
candid and authentic. Never use photos of offices in any marketing
material, other than when discussing career opportunities or
Mapp culture.
Colors within photos should be minimally saturated, with ample white space
to create environments that feel open and inviting. Pay close attention to
subjects within the photo to make sure there is a lot of diversity.

Additional Visual Elements
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APPLICATIONS
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CONTACT

HEADQUARTERS (USA)

LONDON

PARIS

MILAN

Mapp Digital US, LLC

Mapp Digital UK Ltd.

Mapp Digital France SAS

Mapp Digital Italy SrL

3655 Nobel Drive

6th Floor

37, rue de Caumartin

Via Pietro Orseolo 12

Suite 500

95 Gresham St

75009 Paris

20144 Milan

San Diego, CA 92122

London

France

Italy

United States of America

EC2V 7NA

+33 1 84 25 28 88

+39 02 3087 620

+1 619 295 1856

United Kingdom

france@mapp.com

italy@mapp.com

americas@mapp.com

+44 203 897 2600

MUNICH

KRAKOW

Mapp Digital Germany
GmbH

Mapp Digital Poland
Sp. z o.o.

Mapp Digital c/o Webtrekk
GmbH

Dachauer Str. 63

ul. Kamienskiego 47

80335 München

30-644 Krakow

Robert-Koch-Platz 4

Germany

Poland

10115 Berlin

+49 89 12009 600

+48 12 347 59 08

Germany

germany@mapp.com

poland@mapp.com

uk@mapp.com

BERLIN

+49 30 755 415 0
info@webtrekk.com
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